New UQ developed laser could revolutionise early detection of skin cancers

WORLD-first, cutting edge laser technology being used by Queensland engineering researchers will revolutionise the detection and treatment of skin cancer, saving lives and cutting treatment costs.

Read more

UQ Alumni rank among Australia’s Top 100 Most Influential Engineers

The 2014 list of ‘Australia’s Top 100 Most Influential Engineers’ produced by Engineers Australia has been released, with seven UQ Engineering alumni and our Provost placing on the list. The list highlights the influence of outstanding engineers in all spheres of society across several categories.

Read more

Virtual Tour

Take a virtual tour of the Advanced Engineering Building at UQ St Lucia. This new addition to the Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology precinct was made possible with the support of our alumni and industry partners, ensuring that we’re able to provide our students with world-class teaching and learning facilities.

Read more

Bringing Science to the Sewers

It is a smelly problem with serious financial and environmental consequences; however, a University of Queensland-led research project could spell the end for stinky sewers.

Read more
Architecture alumna Rachel Barnard named New Yorker of the Week

Two years ago Rachel Barnard founded ‘Young New Yorkers,’ a semi-public body facilitating alternative pathways through arts collaboration for vulnerable youths caught in the justice system. The program also helps teens envision a brighter future for themselves. Read more

Reflections on the Chemical Engineering Smoko

The Chemical Engineering class of 1984 recently visited the UQ St Lucia campus and joined current students for the end of semester ‘Smoko’. This time honoured tradition now looks a little different as alumna Bev Coulter (BE 1984) reports… Read more

Value-adding through innovation

The fourth edition of Ingenuity was recently distributed to over 12,000 engineering alumni. Focussing on innovation with the Faculty of EAIT, the latest edition of ingenuity looks at ‘Value-adding through innovation: How great minds are changing out world.” Read more

Transforming the world with UQ

The Faculty’s annual Donor Report was recently published highlighting the tremendous impact which alumni gifts have upon the Faculty’s learning and research portfolios, and the wider impact these have on the world around us. Read more
‘Link in’ with UQ

LinkedIn tells us that there are 1,006 UQ alumni living in Perth, 762 living in New York, and 1,628 living in London. The UQ alumni community is a global community and it’s really easy to stay in touch with alumni in your area through LinkedIn.

Read more
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Modernism heats up at State Library from July

The State Library of Queensland is unearthing the stories of Queensland’s mid-century architecture for its current major exhibition. Hot Modernism: building modern Queensland 1945-75, presented in partnership with UQ’s School of Architecture, invites visitors to explore Queensland’s past.

Read more